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Discussion about preconditions for 
development of management in sports requires 
theoretical generalization of the subject, in order 
to reach specific factors that “sine qua non” lead 
to development of management in sports as an 
accompanying economic activity.

Before pointing out those factors, 
we should emphasize that we will take under 
consideration only professional sports. The 
reason for this is the fact that modern sporting 
in global proportions is 80 - 90% professional 
sports. Professional sports reached these pro-
portions especially after the collapse of the 
socialistic countries in 1989. 

Until this period, amateur sport had 
almost equal part. Still, since manager activity is 
not so recognizable in amateur as in professional 
sports, and in accordance to the new economic 
and political restructuring in the world, we 
will focus on explanation of preconditions for 
development of management in sports that are 
characteristic for professional sports:

1. It is necessary to emphasize that sports 
as a certain free human activity, in capitalistic 
environment belongs to production activity, and 
therefore an activity that brings gain (profit). 

2. In accordance with this, sports as an 
organized human activity is liable to laws 
of economic market and laws it produces. 
Above all, it is liable to the law of economic 
competition. 

3. Sports, as a specific human activity 
that escapes ultimate theoretical definition, is 
liable to worldwide corporate associating. That 
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is, sport has different levels in associating, 
beginning with national community level 
and then its representation on the world level. 
Certainly, on the world level, similar national 
sports organizations form international orga-
nized unions on different levels. According 
to its power, worldwide reputation and indi-
vidual national participation  the “Olympic 
Committee” is certainly on the top. This union 
is the largest one according to the number of 
official sportsmen, and at the same time it is the 
most organized in every aspect. Since this union 
is also liable to economic laws, the goal of every 
national union is acquisition of economic profit 
on grounds of the participation of its sportsmen, 
through its activity and professional sports 
accomplishments (individual or group). That 
goal is achieved also by the qualifications for 
the greatest world competition – the Olympic 
games. 

4.  Organization of  the Olympic games, 
according to its organizational activity, power 
and skill involved, certainly belong to the 
top-level of organizational management skill. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that professional 
management activity, conducted in the  Olympic 
games, requires the full attention of the mana-
gement profession. It can be also assumed 
that without well-organized management 
activity, the Olympic games would not have the 
significance they have today in the world. 

5. Certain coordination, necessary between 
different sports and their sports organizations 
and unions, is conditioned not only by mutual 
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activities, but also demands full management 
action mobility, in order to bring all sports to its 
professional expression. 

6. The ultimate purpose of management 
activity in sport is acquisition of economic 
profit. It can be realized through results of 
sportsmen and according to invested work of 
each individual, as well as the activity of a sports 
manager. The achievement of that ultimate 
goal is something that immediate participants 
(sportsmen) and managers strive for together.  
Both sides have common interest in achieving 
best possible results. It is hard to decide who 
deserves more credits for achieving the highest 
goal, sportsmen or managers. 

It appears that, in this external enviro-
nment, the participation of sportsmen in results 
is bigger and even immeasurable. Still, the 
participation of managers and management in 
sport is also very important, and according to 
many, crucial. To be a manager in sports means 
a lot of activities. 
One of the many activities of manager in sports 
is to select from a large number of participants 
(candidates) those who can achieve the best 
results  in professional sports. 
          In order to do this, managers in sports must 
have “professional sense” for discovering sport 
talents and then taking care of their successful 
development. Only after achieving success in 
this task a sport manager can  hope for the ulti-
mate goal of management activity – creation of 
champions, and also for gaining economic profit 
that comes from it. Certainly, economic profit 

is shared at the end according to allocation of 
capital ownership. 

7. Obviously, we discussed here 
professional sports, which is most common 
in the world. Nevertheless, amateur sports 
and organizing, and its presentation are still 
present. Certainly, amateur sports is liable to 
different organizing, decision-making and 
rewarding system – between both sportsmen 
and accompanying organizational services in 
amateur sports.
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 Apstrakt 
     Skijaweto kako specifi~na ~ovekova aktivnost vo svoeto teoretsko 

opredeluvawe  se u{te ne e vo domenot na kone~noto definirawe, zafateno e vo 
svoeto svetsko zdru`uvawe. Imeno, vo skijaweto postojat razli~ni stepeni na 
zdru`uvawe, po~nuvaj}i od onie koi se na nivoto na nazionalnata zaednica, pota i vo 
negovoto  zastapuvawe i pretstavuvawe na svetsko nivo. Fukcijata na menaxmentot 
e pretstavena so zbir na aktivnosti koi obezbeduvaat efikasno funkcionirawe na 
celata rabotna organizacija.   
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